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OUR MANDATE: Serving our region through our developing collections,
exhibitions, education & public programs, we are a leading resource for
creativity

It is always uplifting to visit the Woodstock Art Gallery. The exhibitions are
always beautifully curated and attractively displayed. You have a lovely
Permanent Collection with interesting stories. Thank you Woodstock
Art Gallery, for being a constant inspiration!
(From the Guest Book, Oct 2015)

The place where art comes to hang!
(From the Guest Book, Sept 2015)
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A MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD & DIRECTOR
The Woodstock Art Gallery’s Advisory Board, Staff and volunteers are exceedingly proud to
present these 5-year Strategic and Business Plans. Developed as part of the process of
implementing a new governance structure created by the Woodstock City Council for the WAG
in 2014, these plans represent a significant step forward in the evolution of the Gallery. With
the leadership of a newly appointed Director/Curator, the planning process has afforded a solid
framework upon which the WAG can grow and flourish. Overall, the Plans reflect our
commitment to the health and sustainability of the WAG as an important community resource
for the City of Woodstock.
We are most appreciative of the dedicated effort and superior expertise of Patricia Bovey, Art
Historian and Museum Management Consultant, who guided us throughout the planning
process. Her thoughtful and astute direction has helped to ensure the successful delivery of
WAG education programs and exhibitions well into 2020. Marking an important milestone for
the Woodstock Art Gallery, which is currently celebrating its 50th year of operation, the
resulting Strategic and Business Plans have a scope and depth that ensure that the WAG has a
solid foundation for achieving significance in our community through the power of art and
creativity to create personal and collective well-being.
Carol McWilliam
Acting Chair

Mary Reid
Director/Curator
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WOODSTOCK ART GALLERY
STRATEGIC AND BUSINESS PLANS: 2016-2019
MOVING FORWARD: TAKING OUR PLACE IN THE COMMUNITY

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Woodstock Art Gallery, under the directorship of its new director, Mary Reid, and its
inaugural arms-length Board of Governors, embarked on an ambitious Strategic and Business
Planning Project in March 2015 for presentation to Woodstock’s City Council in December
2016. The results of these Plans will shift the Gallery’s revenue streams and enable the Gallery
to reach new audiences and take its place with greater strength on the national visual arts
scene.
As consultant, I led a series of five community focus groups and held a number of individual
meetings with community business leaders to ensure wide public participation. The Gallery
wanted to ensure it fully understands community needs and programming desires. The
consultant also met with the Mayor, Chief City Administrator and Woodstock’s cultural leaders.
She held a several special sessions with Gallery Volunteers and led a dedicated governance
session with the board regarding the roles and responsibilities of governance and issues
revolved around donor based approaches and aspects of risk management. She also facilitated
sessions focused on a new Strategic Plan leading to the new Business Plan. Working sessions
were also held with the Gallery’s staff.
In addition to the articulated Strategic and Business Plans contained in this report, it includes
the results of the consultant’s two 2015 visits to the Woodstock Art Gallery – March 27th to
29th, and May 20th to 23rd, and one in April 30 – May 2, 2016. Several conference skype
meetings were also held with the Board and with staff.
Woodstock City Council froze civic contributions at $557,000 net to the Woodstock Art Gallery’s
budgets for three years, 2016, 2017 and 2018. The Woodstock Art Gallery is therefore
challenged to come up with a realistic plan to cut the percentage of the dependency on tax
payers, and to increase private sector support to the Gallery as well as that from other levels of
government and charitable foundations. The Gallery has also been challenged by City Council to
ensure a wide engagement participation rate from the public and to develop meaningful
partnerships with a number of community sectors. In the months of developing this Plan, the
Gallery has achieved early success in all these challenges. The Plan maps out ongoing goals and
initiatives to strength its sustainability and reach.
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II.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Board, Director and Staff of the Woodstock Art Gallery worked diligently on the
development of the Gallery’s Strategic and Business Plans 2016-2020. They are to be
commended for their insights, integrity and honesty in all the discussions. So too are the many
volunteers and community members with whom we met.
The Board approved the Strategic Plan in May 2016, and the subsequent Business Plan, in
principle, in September 2016. This Plan will be presented to Woodstock City Council in
December 2016, after its prior submission to the WAG Board. Program development, and
financial and staff sustainability, were key elements throughout the discussions and
consultations. The details for programming and revenues were developed to meet the needs of
the WAG’s constituent audiences – artists, members, youth and adults, local and regional, and
done so within the Gallery’s approved mandate, Guiding Principles and fiscal realities. It was
clear from the outset that the WAG would have to expand their sources of revenues and
increase audiences and membership given the frozen funding from Woodstock City Council,
and the requirement to meet professional standards of care for, and presentation of
collections, exhibitions, and programs.
The Strategic Initiatives, detailed on pages 17-22, including the revised Guiding Principles, are:
1. Governance
2. Fiscal Responsibility
3. Programming
4. Public Engagement
5. Human Resources.
The details of the program and funding development are contained in the Business Plan on
pages 27 – 40. These key activities, or functions, were developed in keeping with the Strategic
Initiatives. Thus the WAG Business Areas are: Exhibitions, Collections, Youth Programs and
Adult Programs. The operational activities, being administration, communications and
governance, are apportioned to each of those four functions in the Plan.
Together, the Strategic and Business plans define a careful and conservative expansion of
programs, balanced in light of a realistically projected staffing growth, linked to a cautious
increase in self-generated funds and those from various levels of governments.
In addition, the consultant was asked to meet with the Friends of the Woodstock Art Gallery.
The concluding recommendations of these sessions are found on pages 44-46, and include an a
new Memorandum of Service: In Support of the WAG.
Going forward, the onus is on the Board, Director and Staff to monitor their achievements
through the four-year period of these plans.
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III.

THE CONSULTATIVE PROCESS

The process has embraced a fully participatory involvement with the staff, the board,
volunteers, members, the public, donors, teachers, business leaders and organizations, and
other civically owned cultural organizations. This has included focus groups, one-on-one
meetings, and special initiatives with potential supporters. Detailed findings are reported in
Section VIII of this report.
1. PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS
Five Community Focus Groups were held, in addition to two with the Friends of the Woodstock
Art Gallery, involving a total of approximately 100 people from the community.
These soundings were aimed to:
1. determine the perceptions, challenges and successes of the Art Gallery
2. determine the capacity for private sector partnerships and levels of giving
3. determine the priority programming needs.
The discussion questions discussed were:
1. What are your dreams for the Woodstock Art Gallery?
2. What are the key community links the gallery must forge, or further develop?
3. How can you help make those connections so the dreams can come true?
4. What kind of $ do you think the gallery might be able to raise from the community?
5. How and what is the gallery’s key competition?
The findings from these sessions were critical in defining the five Strategic Initiatives and the
development of the Non-Negotiables. The information gathered was brought into discussions
with the Board and staff, apprising them of external perceptions and desires. In summary there
was a strong similarity between the groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•

all valued the Woodstock Art Gallery greatly
all were very supportive of the Gallery’s greater independence from the City
Government
all felt the Gallery had significant room to grow its programming to good effect
in the resulting Strategic Plan
all wanted greater participation of regional and national artists
all felt there were needs for senior high school students, especially those
recognized talent in art and/or those wishing volunteer experience
all noted concerns with recruiting and retaining volunteers. This is a concern felt
across Canada given the aging demographics, the increase in two career families,
and the varying cultural traditions of Canada’s newest immigrants and citizens.
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2. COMPARATIVE RESEARCH
The consultant reviewed relevant situations, policies, programs and financials from like
organizations and/or those which are potential partners or provide appropriate comparisons.
Those findings are reflected in both the Strategic and Business Plans, and are already being
incorporated in future programming and ongoing budget planning. The findings from this
research have also been helpful in determining appropriate capacity for funding development
and programming partnerships.

3. BOARD WORKING SESSIONS
The Board of the Woodstock Art Gallery, a governing council in structure, is newly appointed
and charged with establishing forward-looking Gallery policies and programs with ongoing
sustainability in the new facility which was built with Federal, Provincial and Civic financial
support. The Board’s sessions on strategic initiatives, objectives and goals held in May 2015 and
May 2016 were engaged and positive, demonstrating a real understanding of the importance of
the Woodstock Art Gallery. The results of these discussions form the basis of both the Strategic
and Business plans.

4. STAFF CONSULTATIONS
The consultant has had several sessions with staff during her visits to the Woodstock Art Gallery
and in Skype and phone meetings as needed. She regularly reviewed the process, key
discussion topics and the draft Strategic Plan itself with the staff. Their comments were candid,
insightful and truly professional and raised a number of issues to be included in the overall
wider discussions. They also addressed realistic implementation timelines. Their contributions
were critically important.
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IV.

THE WOODSTOCK ART GALLERY BACKGROUND

1. WOODSTOCK ART GALLERY HISTORY
The Woodstock Art Gallery was founded in 1966 by the Oxford County Art Association as a
Canadian Centennial project. Initially housed downstairs in the Woodstock Library, the Gallery
moved to a refurbished manse located next door to the Woodstock Library in 1983 after an
intense fundraising campaign, spearheaded by the Woodstock Public Art Gallery Volunteer
Committee.
The Gallery was a department of the Woodstock Public Library until 1993. With the passing of
the November 19, 1992 by-law the Gallery became a City of Woodstock cultural facility. In 1995
the Gallery achieved a Category "A" Designation under the Cultural Property Export and Import
Act.
By the late 1990s the Gallery had again outgrown its Hunter Street location. Its small studio
space was constantly filled to capacity and the permanent collection had grown by 1000%. On
November 5, 2009, with the receipt of a $3.38 million Federal Build Canada grant, the
Woodstock City Council authorized staff to develop a plan to renovate the John White building
as the new Woodstock Art Gallery. The Gallery opened the doors at its present location, 449
Dundas Street, on July 19, 2011.
The City Council appoints members from the community and one Council member to the Art
Gallery Advisory Board.
2. HIGHLIGHTS AND RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS
In the last two years the Gallery has achieved many milestones, including a growing attendance
and membership; an uptick of 48% in public programs in the newly renovated 3rd floor program
space and 2nd floor expanded galleries; an expanded Film Program; many media hits and media
coverage; and some particularly significant exhibitions such as the Winnipeg Art Gallery’s
Canvas on Canvas, including the work of Tom Thomson, and the 2015 exhibition Evelyn Hart.
The Woodstock Art Gallery has also increased donations and sponsorships; secured new levels
of funding from the Ontario Arts Council, the Canada Council for the Arts, and increased
community partnerships including those with Health Organizations. In addition, the Board has
undertaken its own professional development; recruited new board members; developed a
solid board orientation protocol; held a governance workshop; and, significantly, undertook this
Strategic Plan and Business Plan. The staff, too, has benefitted from a new professional
development program, each having attended professional conferences. The Director is a
member of the Canadian Art Museums Directors Organization (CAMDO), the first Woodstock
Art Gallery director to be accorded with that professional status. The Friends of the Woodstock
Art Gallery won the 2016 June Callwood Outstanding Achievement Award for Voluntarism, a
major award recognizing their significant contributions to the WAG. The Gallery has also made
10

some significant acquisitions including a number of Old Master Prints from the Art Gallery of
Ontario.
The Gallery is moving quickly to develop audiences and to enhance its programming, staying
within its financial means and simultaneously developing community and national partnerships.
The Gallery has received significant kudos for their public events, education/studio programs,
exhibitions and exhibition openings.
3. COLLECTION
The collection of the Woodstock Art Gallery is the foundation of the work of the Gallery,
forming the basis of the exhibitions, public and education programs, publications and outreach.
Now a significant collection it is held in the Public Trust in accordance with federal tax laws and
professional ethics. Opportunities to grow the WAG’s permanent collection regularly come
forward through various channels:
•
•
•
•

donations
bequests
direct purchases
successful auction bidding

Collection development is also dependent on the funds from the Art Acquisition Reserve
provide the WAG Advisory Board which enable the Gallery to:
•
•
•
•
•

develop the collection in a meaningful and strategic manner
leverage matching grants
generate revenue
increase attendance
increase visibility for the WAG

Bernice Vincent (Canadian,
b.1934), Junction (1988), 122
x 183 cm, Acrylic on board;
Purchased with funds from
Art Acquisition Reserve Fund;
1995.001.001;
Photo: Robert McNair
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V.

WOODSTOCK ART GALLERY STRATEGIC PLAN

The work with the board and staff resulted in the following Strategic Plan.
1. GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The following Guiding Principles were developed by the Board in the March 2015 retreat and
were formally approved by the Board at the April 2015 meeting. Going forward, these have
become the foundational principles for all the Gallery’s programs, activities and ways and
reasons for doing business.

VISION
Growing our community by inspiring participation in the visual arts.
MISSION
Providing opportunities for people to express, experience and learn creatively through
art.
MANDATE
Serving our region through our developing collections, exhibitions, education & public
programs, we are a leading resource for creativity.
CORE VALUES
Serving the public good
Leading through Excellence
Ethical & Transparent
Inspiring & Innovative
Inclusive & Inviting
Responsible Social Engagement
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2. SWOT ANALYSIS
The Board undertook two SWOT Analyses (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats),
in May 2015 and again in May 2016. Each was focused internally and externally. The results for
both are below and show significant progress within the year.

SWOT ANALYSIS: MAY 2015
STRENGTHS: building/location; staff & director;
collection (including Florence Carlyle); programs;
leadership; community supporters; Friends of the
Gallery & volunteers; civic library; council support; new
Canadians; Chamber of Commerce; Business
Improvement Association; location on 401-403 corridor;
50th ann; Museum; Gallery Cinemas; Woodstock Little
Theatre; relationships with artists/collectors/supporters;
Docent program; Local artists & curatorial expertise

WEAKNESSES: small staff & burnout; funding &
equipment resources; lack of policies & procedures;
Council understanding of Board authority &
accountability; approval of acquisition $; lack of
fundraising, PR & marketing; lack of corporate memory
by WAG leadership; lack of community awareness;
public perception of WAG being tax $ drain; leaky roof;
quick change in coop students & interns; hours of
operation

OPPORTUNITIES:Cultural heritage & cultural precinct
& streetscape; Board; last council’s downtown
revitalization plan; travelling exhibits (Carlyle); new
Jaunting program; 50th anniversary; U of O; Fanshawe;
printmaking focus; new development & growing seniors
population; Cultural tourism; Oxford tourism; new
retirement homes; synergies between SWO & NWO;
arts import to city; inc # organizations; partnerships 4th
floor;1st Nations Six Nations; public art programs

THREATS: erroneous perception of lack of support &
involvement; existing support not visible; WAG –
Council communications; lack of corporate partnering;
decrease of gov $; changing technologies;
demographics – 12% of pop has post-sec education;
large rural population; comparison to sports

SWOT ANALYSIS: MAY 2016
STRENGTHS: building/location; staff & director; Board;
Coll. Cmtee; collection (inc. Florence Carlyle); Strat
Planning; programs; Jaunting program; leadership;
community supporters; Friends of the Gallery & vols;
civic library; Oxford tourism; council support; Chamber
of Commerce; 50th Annl Business Improvement
Association; location on 401-403 corridor; Museum;
Gallery Cinemas; Woodstock Little Theatre; Enchanted
Theaters; increased positive awareness (breadth &
depth); increasing integration with city functions;
Docent prog; Local artists & curatorial expertise;
relationships with artists/collectors/supporters

WEAKNESSES: small staff & burnout; funding &
equipment resources; policies & procedures; Council
understanding of Board authority & accountability; the
acquisition budget frozen at the 2014 level; leaky roof;
quick change in coop students & interns; lack of
fundraising & marketing professional staff

OPPORTUNITIES:Cultural heritage & cultural precinct
& streetscape; travelling exhibits (Carlyle); 50th
anniversary; Fanshawe; printmaking focus; new
development & growing seniors population; Cultural
tourism; new retirement homes; synergies between
SWO & NWO; develop 4th floor;1st Nations Six Nations;
public art programs; demographics – 12% of pop has
post-sec education; large rural population; comparison
to sports; tours

THREATS: corporate partnering; decrease of gov $;
changing technologies; public perception of WAG being
tax $ drain

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
The Environmental scan focused on the many related and potentially related organizations and
service sectors in Woodstock in order to present an image of the context within which the
Woodstock Art Gallery works in the region. It is graphically summarized as:

ENVIRONMENTAL+SCAN:++
UNDERSTANDING+‘COMPETITION’+
+‘COMPETITION’++
PARTNERS,+
+AND+
POTENTIAL++
PARTNERS+

LOCAL+&+REGIONAL+ARTS+ORGS++
INC+MUSEUM,+GALLERIES,+
LIBRARY:+FESTIVALS+&+CRAFT+
EVENTS,+DANCE,+THEATRE,+
CINEMA,+FARMERS+MARKET+

+COMMUNITY+

TRAINING+
PROGRAMS++&+
WORKSHOPS,+
OTTAWA+U;+
FANSHAWE.+
SCHOOLS,++

WOODSTOCK(
ART((
GALLERY(

COMMUNITY+NOT<
FOR+PROFITS+;+
HOSPITAL,+SENIORS+
HOMES.+CHURCHES,++
MENTAL+HEALTH;+
WOODSTOCK+
DEVELOPMENT+
SERVICES+

SPORTS;+SOCCER,+
HOCKEY,+ARENA,+
POOL,+BASEBALL,+
SKATE+PARK+
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4. PROGRAM SERVICE PILLARS OF THE WOODSTOCK ART GALLERY
The following are the Gallery’s key pillars for its work and program goals, each presenting
unique opportunities for audiences, artists and the gallery. They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collections
Exhibitions
Education and Training
Public Programs
Community Outreach
Nationally Touring Exhibitions

WOODSTOCK(ART(GALLERY(
(SERVICE/(PROGRAM(PILLARS(
COLLECTIONS(
(
EXHIBITIONS(

NATIONALLY(
TOURING(
EXHIBITIONS(

WOODSTOCK(ART(GALLERY(
COMMUNITY(
OUTREACH(

EDUCATION(
&(TRAINING(

(
PUBLIC(PROGRAMS((
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5. NON-NEGOTIABLES
In developing its future plans, it is critically important that the Gallery understand and agree on
the non-negotiables within the organization for its operation and service. The Board agreed to
the following as essential standards, not open to compromise, in order for the gallery to meet
its goals, including the financial goal of diversifying its revenue base through increasing funding
from senior levels of government, charitable foundations, corporations, individuals, business
and special events. The Non-Negotiables agreed to by the Board vote in May 2015, and again in
the 2016 review, are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Museological & fundraising ethics
Union contracts
Collection standards & deaccessioning principles
Exhibition freedom of scope
Copyrights & exhibition rights
City liability regulations (esp. Health & safety)
Ability for board & staff to fulfill their responsibilities

6. STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
The following five strategic initiatives were defined to guide the work of the Woodstock Art
Gallery over the coming five years. The detail of each is noted in the following pages. Timelines
and the responsible committees or individuals are noted for each. All will be evaluated and
monitored on a regular basis. The Strategic Plan becomes the basis for the Business Plan, which
in turn is the root of the annual programming and budgeting plans. The Strategic Initiatives are:
6. Governance
7. Fiscal Responsibility
8. Programming
9. Public Engagement
10. Human Resources
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STRATEGIC INITIATIVE #1: GOVERNANCE
OBJECTIVE

GOAL

STRUCTURE &
IDENTITY

Develop Donor
relations; to be
a greater armslength agency
Fundraising;
Donor Benefits;
Collections;
Conservation;
Exhibitions;
Disaster
Response;
Financial;
HR;
Education &
Public
Programs;
Facility Rental;
Social Media;
Policy Review

POLICY
DEVELOPMENT

TIMELINE
Fall 2015
Year 1 &
ongoing
Year 1
Year 3
Year 2
Year 2
Year 2
In devel.
In place: City
Year 2: City
Year 2 - 3
Year 1
Annually
Fall/Winter
2015-2016

PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE
Chair & Director
With City Council

Staff to draft
All
Board to approve
all on
Recommendation
of relevant
committee

Cmtees
org; New
donors
Complete
Complete
Cmte org
In Progress

In Progress
In Progress

Director & Board

BOARD SKILL
SET MATRIX

To devel @
WAG goals

BOARD
SUCCESSION

Devel
Committee
structure re
recruiting
Annual Retreat

Ongoing

Ongoing

Nom
Committee &
Chair & Director

Annual

Ongoing

Director

Devel Roles;
Devel
Memorandum
of Service

Year 1

Consultant with
Friends; Chair of
Friends

BOARD
DEVELOPMENT
& BOARD
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
BOARD
ORIENTATION
WAG FRIENDS

STATUS

Gov/Nom
Committee

Complete

Exec/Nom
Committee

Complete
Focus now
recruitment
Spring 2015
(Museum
London) &
spring 2016
(Guelph)
Being done
May 2016
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STRATEGIC INITIATIVE #2: FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
OBJECTIVE

GOAL

TIMELINE

BUDGET RE
REPORTING
ACCOUNTABILITY

Forecasting &
Tracking

Planning in
2016 for Shift
in 2017
Refine 2018

Multi-Year
Comparisons
REVENUE BALANCE City: NOW:
PUBLIC/PRIVATE
83%/ 17%;
SECTORS
5 –Year goal
70%/30%;
10-year goal:
60%/40%; inc:
self gen, &
other govs,
foundations,
sponsorships,
partnerships &
donations
INCREASE SELFE.G. Develop
GENERATED
Facility Rental;
REVENUES
Program
Revenues,
Memberships,
Exhibition
Tours, Film
Progs;
Art Rental,
Shop

BUDGET DRIVEN
BY STRATEGIC
PLAN

To be reflected
in Business
Plan &
subsequent
annual
budgets

Proposed to
reach goal over
10 years with
annual
incremental
shifts; to be
reflected in
detailed
Business Plan

Year 1 & 2 &
ONGOING;
Member drive
fall 2016;
appeal spring
2016; full day
camps 2016
Year 2/3

Current &
Ongoing;
Define
comparatives
2016; Action
2017

PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE
Director, Finance
& Administration
Committee &
Chair
Director, with P.
Bovey, Chair of
Fundraising
Committee &
Board

Staff with Policy
Guidance from
the Board

City re POS

Director &
Finance
Committee

STATUS
In progress;
Finan cmte
meets monthly
to estab; then
quarterly
May/16
significant
increase in
sponsorships
and
partnerships

In progress
2016 facility
rentals;
Positive
Increase in
education fees
& full day
summer camp;
Inc in #s of
members;
mbshp levels
estab 2016;
mbshp appeal
summer 2016;
drive year 2
In progress;
Plan 2016;
Action 2017
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STRATEGIC INITIATIVE #3: PROGRAMMING
All programs to be related to WAG Strategic Plan, ethics & public need; to be developed
according to WAG policies and capacity; must be flexible to respond to opportunities.
OBJECTIVE

GOAL

TIMELINE

EXHIBITIONS

Perm coll use
Touring
Research/pub
Building coll
donors
Community
Gallery: art
mentorship
prog;
partnerships
competitions
Temporary:
longer term
(banner
projects)
Off-site &
public art
City Hall & art
lending
Studio exhibs

Annually
@ capacity
annually
ongoing

Featured artists
Gift Shop
Pop-up
Window exhibs,
eg instructors;
Friends’
acquisitions
Elementary &
High Schools
Teacher Devel
Fanshawe

EDUCATION
SCHOOLS

Annually
Short term
programming

PERSON(S)
STATUS
RESPONSIBLE
Head of Collections 2016
2016
2016
Director & staff

2016

2016
annually

Director/Curator

Annually
@capacity
Year 3

Director/staff
Director

2015 &
commenced
2016 +

Seasonally

Education

2016 +

Year 3
Periodically

Visitor Services
coord
Staff

Ongoing

Education

Year 2

Director

2016 +
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OBJECTIVE

GOAL

TIMELINE

EDUCATION
STUDIO

Family
Children
Teen
Adult
Special Needs
Camps
Open Studio/
print shop

Ongoing

Lectures
Docent Training
& Tours
Travel Tours
Films
Birthday parties
Team Building

Ongoing
Year 1

PUBLIC
PROGRAMS

OUTREACH

COLLECTION

Touring Exhibs
Community
events
Schools
Drop-in progs
Art Rental
review
Partnerships
WAG Library
Development &
gap analysis
New Data Base/
digitization &
web
Storage
Expansion
Programming
Loans & forms
Publications

PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE
Education +
instructors and
summer students

STATUS

Staff

2016
2016

Increasing
Participation
in 2016

Year 1 - 4th
quarter & Year
2

Year 2
Ongoing
Ongoing
Year 1
Year 3
Year 2
Ongoing
Ongoing
Year 3
Ongoing
Review: Yr 3
Year 1 &2
Inventory Year
1; gap Year 2
Year 2
2nd ½ Year 1
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

2016
2016
2016
Staff

Ready for
2017
2016
2018
2016

Contract & Vol
Head of Collections

Director & Head
Coll
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STRATEGIC INITIATIVE #4: PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
OBJECTIVE

GOAL

TIMELINE

BRANDING

LOGO & TAG
LINES

2016

50TH ANNIVERSARY

To develop
programs,
profile and
special events
To include
social media,
assess website,
Flyers;
Need P-T
Marketing
position;
Maintain
traditional
media
To develop
membership
Categories re
benefits, rates,
& grow
numbers of
active
members
To be
developed @
program links
EthnoCultural
connections:
US Consul Gen;
Japanese
Consul Gen.
Event with
Business

COMMUNICATIONS

MEMBERSHIP

COMMUNITY
PARTNERSHIPS

ARTIST RELATIONS
AGM & Report/
Vol recognition

Annual

2016

To start 2nd ½
Year 1 &
ongoing
Year 2

PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE
Director with
Design contractor
Fundraising
Committee &
Special events
committee
Director & Staff

Discussion with
city

Ongoing
starting 20152016; piggy
back with 50th
Anniversary

Director & Staff
to develop; Board
to approve;
$ to be included
in annual budgets

Winter 20152016 &
ongoing

Board or Ad Hoc
Committee

Year 1

Director

Year 2, at end
of 50th Ann

Director & Board

Year 2 & Each
year in Nov

Director

STATUS
50th Ann logo
complete; new
logo for July 1,
2017
Many progs in
place
Many complete

Noted in 2009
Lord Report
Media increased
& effective
Categories
developed;
Policy estab;
Membership
Appeal sent May
2016;
membership
Drive, Fall 2016
Increasing

May 2016
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STRATEGIC INITIATIVE #5: HUMAN RESOURCES
OBJECTIVE

GOAL

TIMELINE

STAFF STABILITY

Knowledgeable
staff with a
corporate
memory
Committed
leadership at sr
staff level

YEAR 1 &
ongoing

PERSON(S)
RESPONSIBLE
Director & Board
& City

Ongoing

Board Chair

LEADERSHIP
RETENTION

VOLUNTEER
RECRUITING &
RETAINING
STAFF
DEVELOPMENT
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

HR POLICY
DEVEL

STAFF
ORIENTATION

STAFF
PERFORMANCE
EVALUATIONS
STAFF
FULFILLMENT

Develop Vol job
Descriptions;
Provide Vol
Training
Increase staff
per program
needs & $
capability
To ensure
ability re
community &
prog needs;
Vol program
To meet City
policies and
those specific
to the ethics &
parameters of
Art Galleries
Ensure staff
fully cognizant
of WAG
policies &
programs
Director with
Board Chair;
Staff with Dir
Staff
empowerment
Capacity
analysis

STATUS

Director & Staff
@ to projects
undertaken

Docent training
manual complete

Director

Assist Education
hired spring 2016;

Winter 20152016 &
annually

Director

Significant progress
as noted in
Highlights

Year 1
Year 1 &
Ongoing

Chair, Friends
Director & Board
& City

In progress

Year 1 &
Annually

Director

Reviewed with
consultant May
2016

Annually

As noted & re
Director Chair to
report to Council
All staff

In discussion

Fall/Winter
2015-2016
& ongoing
Ongoing

Regularly
Annually

Director with
Staff
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ENGAGING COMMUNITY
WITH
PROGRAMS FOR ALL
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VI.

WOODSTOCK ART GALLERY BUSINESS PLAN

The Board of the Woodstock Art Gallery formally endorsed the Gallery’s Strategic Plan in May
2016, and the development of the Gallery’s Business Plan became the next critically important
step. The Business Plan, in turn, becomes the basis for the annual budget development, as
noted in the following Planning Relationship chart:

PLANNING)RELATIONSHIPS)
STRATEGIC)
PLAN)

BUSINESS)
PLAN)

BUDGET)

• STRATEGIC)INITIATIVES)
• OBJECTIVES/GOALS/)TIMELINE/RESPONSIBILITY)

• ACTION)PLAN)BY)FUNCTION)AREA)
• OVERALL)FINANCIAL)ASSESSMENT)&)STAFFING)
• ANNUAL)FINANCIAL)DETAIL:)REVENUES)&)
EXPENSES)BY)PROGRAM)AND)RESPONSIBILITY)
• MUST)BE)REGULARLY)MONITORED)

1. SUMMARY OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS & STRUCTURE OF THE BUSINESS PLAN
In developing the detail of the Business Plan, the key issues from the Strategic Plan were reorganized by functional areas, centered around the Gallery’s core activities of Collecting,
Exhibiting, Interpreting & Preserving. The functions, or business areas, of the Woodstock Art
Gallery, reflecting the Gallery’s professional capacities, are:
a. Exhibitions– exhibition development (real & digital), research, installations, exhibition
tours; & publications
b. Collections– collection development based on the Collections Policy, recording,
photographing, storing, condition reporting, copyright issues and conservation needs as
well as organizing loan details and art and exhibition transportation.
c. Youth Programs – the development of youth programs, including school tours, enhancing
the exhibitions, and the presentation of hands-on studio programs for teens and children.
d. Adult Programs – the development of public programs enhancing the exhibitions, and
hands-on studio programs for adults, and teens, as well as professional studio opportunities
for artists.
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In the Business Plan, the costs and staffing of the following operational activities are
apportioned to each of the four Business Areas above according to the percentage of time
devoted to each area:
•
•
•

Administration – finance, insurance, building, revenue generation, human resources, tax
receipts
Communications – marketing and public relations, including branding and social media
development, and means to increase audience participation and to reach defined targeted
audiences
Governance—the Board is the governing body of the Woodstock Art Gallery, accountable to
all stakeholders, including City Council, funders, artists and the public and responsible for
the policies, finances, and overall health of the Gallery, working in support of its operations
and programs.

The future development of the 4th floor, an important separate defined capital need, is
dependent on Capital Funding and its feasibility is included under Adult Programs in the 2019
Year and its renovation in the 2020 Year of this Business Plan.
The basic detail required for the Business Plan for each functional area, per year, is:
STAFFING IMPLICATIONS
EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS
ADMINISTRATIVE & COMMUNICIATIONS
OVERHEAD
COST ESTIMATE
REVENUE PROJECTIONS
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The revenue projections in each function, or business area, also include apportioned monies
from the City of Woodstock’s annual funding, reflecting the City’s roles and responsibilities for:
•
•
•

the stewardship of its collections held in the public trust
ensuring value for money to taxpayers through programming of exhibitions, schools and
wider public programming
administration and building maintenance for the safety of people and art and the
stewardship of the City’s capital investment

IN THE VAULT
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2. THE BUSINESS PLAN
a. EXHIBITIONS
Goals by Year, including research, installation, publication & related activities
2016
• 2 major temporary exhibitions featuring artists of national and international recognition
• 1 modest publication
• 1 Juried Exhibition in tandem with 1 solo exhibition of local artist/juror
• 5 permanent collection exhibitions
o 3 large scale thematic presentations including loans from other galleries/museums
o 2 smaller scale (includes recent acquisitions highlights)
o 1 brochure
• 5 community based projects
• 50/50 Exhibition and Sale
• Off-site projects
o community complex display
o Econolodge
o Woodstock Public Library
st
• 1 floor Foyer and 2nd floor niches – change over 4 to 5 times a year or as needed
2017
• 2 major temporary exhibitions featuring artists of national and international recognition
• 1 modest publication
• 1 Juried Exhibition in tandem with 1 solo exhibition of local artist/juror
• 4 permanent collection exhibitions
• 2 large scale thematic presentations including loans from other galleries/museums
• 2 smaller scale (includes recent acquisitions highlights)
• 1 brochure
• 5 community based projects
• 50/50 Exhibition and Sale
• Off-site projects
• community complex display
• Econolodge
• Woodstock Public Library
• Art Bike Rack project
st
• 1 floor Foyer and 2nd floor niches – change over 4 to 5 times a year or as needed
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2018
• Change exterior “stickers” on front of building – Public Art Project
• 2 major temporary exhibitions featuring artists of national and international recognition
• 1 modest publication
• 1 Juried Exhibition 60th anniversary in partnership with Ingersoll Creative Arts Centre and
Tillsonburg Station Arts Centre
• 4 permanent collection exhibitions
• 2 large scale thematic presentations including loans from other galleries/museums
• 2 smaller scale (includes recent acquisitions highlights)
• 5 community based projects
• 50/50 Exhibition and Sale
• Off-site projects
• community complex display
• Econolodge
• Woodstock Public Library
• TBD – skywriting project / public art gateways
• 1st floor Foyer and 2nd floor niches – change over 4 to 5 times a year or as needed
• Travelling Exhibition: Carlyle On the Road; 1 major publication
2019
• 3 major temporary exhibitions featuring artists of national and international recognition; 1
modest publication
• 4 permanent collection exhibitions
• 2 large scale thematic presentations including loans from other galleries/museums
• 2 smaller scale (includes recent acquisitions highlights)
• 5 community based projects
• 50/50 Exhibition and Sale
• Off-site projects
• community complex display
• Econolodge
• Woodstock Public Library
• TBD
st
• 1 floor Foyer and 2nd floor niches – change over 4 to 5 times a year or as needed
• Travelling Exhibition: Carlyle On the Road
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2020
• 3 major temporary exhibitions featuring artists of national and international recognition; 1
modest publication
• 4 permanent collection exhibitions
• 2 large scale thematic presentations including loans from other galleries/museums
• 2 smaller scale (includes recent acquisitions highlights)
• 5 community based projects
• 50/50 Exhibition and Sale
• Off-site projects
• community complex display
• Econolodge
• TBD
st
• 1 floor Foyer and 2nd floor niches – change over 4 to 5 times a year or as needed
• Travelling Exhibition: Carlyle on the Road

FLORENCE CARLYLE INSTALLATION
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Implications By Year For EXHIBITIONS Planning:
SUMMARY
ACTIVITY
REQUIREMENTS

2016

2017

2018

2019

STAFFING
IMPLICATIONS

Guest curator;
Contract
installers
& framer;
Curatorial/
Collections
summer
student and
intern

Contract
installers;
contract
framer;
Curatorial/
Collections
summer
student and
intern;

Contract
installers;
contract framer;
Curatorial/
Collections
summer student
and intern;

Contract
installers;
contract
framer;
Curatorial/
Collections
summer
student and
intern;

EQUIPMENT &
MATERIALS

Framing;
Matting;
Display cases;
Space
reconfiguration
& painting of
walls; crating

Framing;
Matting;
Display cases;
Space
reconfiguration
& painting of
walls; crating

RESEARCH
MATERIALS &
TRAVEL

Travel to
Montreal,
Toronto
1 modest
publication 48
pages;
1 brochure
23.6%

Framing;
Matting;
Display cases;
Space
reconfiguration
& painting of
walls; crating;
bike rack
Installation
Travel to
CAMDO, AAM

Contract
installers;
contract
framer;
Curatorial/
Collections
summer
student &
intern;
Asst Curator
Framing;
Framing;
Matting;
Matting;
Display cases;
Display cases;
Space
Space
reconfiguration reconfiguration
& painting of
& painting of
walls; crating
walls; crating

Travel to Paris,
England,
Scotland
1 major
publication on
Carlyle

Travel to
CAMDO,
AAM
1 modest
publication,
1 brochure

Travel

25% (not incl
art bike rack
project)

28.7%

32.1%

35%

TOTAL:
$180,000

TOTAL:
$210,000

TOTAL:
$235,000

TOTAL:
$250,000

City: $140,000
Other: $70,000

City: $160,000
Other: $75,000

City:
$165,000
Other:
$85,000

PUBLICATION
DESIGN &
PRODUCTION
ADMINISTRATIVE
& COMMUNICATIONS
OVERHEAD
COST ESTIMATE

REVENUE
PROJECTIONS

TOTAL:
$173,000

1 modest
publication; 1
brochure

City: $138,000 City: $130,000
Other: $35,000 Other: $50,000

2020

1 modest
publication,
2 brochures
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b. COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT, COLLECTIONS MANAGEMENT & CONSERVATION
Goals by year
2016
• Clear backlog of proposed donations
• Apply for matching funding for acquisitions
• Complete disaster preparedness policy
• Complete conservation policy
• Update Deed of Gift form; Reproductions/ Copyright Agreement
2017
• Apply to Cultural Spaces Program
• Develop Collecting Plan
• Update Loan Agreement (In-coming / Out-going); Temporary Deposit Receipt; Delivery
Receipts
• Retrofit 2nd floor spaces for additional collection storage
• Launch Internal Art Rental Program
2018
• Review and Update Collecting Plan
• Research new database
• Apply to MAP
• Apply for matching funding for acquisitions
• Update Deaccessioning Form
• Hire PT facility manager/ custodial
2019
• Review and Update Collecting Plan
• Install and merge to new database
• Digitize the collection
• Upload to CHIN
• Put collection on the website
• Research and development of permanent collection travelling exhibition
2020
• Review and Update Collecting Plan
• Complete inventory on the collection
• Develop a deaccessioning plan
• Tour permanent collection exhibition
• Major Publication on the Collection
• Hire Assistant Curator
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Implications By Year For COLLECTIONS Planning
SUMMARY ACTIVITY
REQUIREMENTS

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

STAFFING
IMPLICATIONS

STATUS QUO
Framing
materials,
solandar
boxes,
Tissue,
gloves

PT facility
Manager
Framing
materials,
solandar
boxes,
Tissue,
gloves

Status Quo

EQUIPMENT &
MATERIALS

STATUS
QUO
Shelving &
storage
increase;
Cultural
Spaces
Application

Assistant
Curator
Framing
materials,
solandar
boxes,
Tissue,
gloves

RESEARCH MATERIALS
& TRAVEL
PUBLICATION DESIGN
& PRODUCTION

NA

NA

NA

1 brochure/
poster

1 brochure/ 1
poster
brochure/
poster

1 brochure/
poster

100 page
coffee
table book

ADMINISTRATIVE &
COMMUNICIATIONS
OVERHEAD
COST ESTIMATE

10%

14%

14%

15%

17%

$70,000

$ 105,000

$105,000

$110,000

$125,000

City:
$70,000
Other:
$35,000
(Cult
Spaces)

City: $
95,000
Other:
$10,000

City: $
75,000
Other:
$35,000
(MAP)

City:
$115,000
Other:
$10,000

Framing
materials,
solandar
boxes,
Tissue,
Gloves; MAP
grant; new
database
NA

NA

Wages:$56,000

REVENUE
PROJECTIONS

Materials/
Conservation:
$10,500
City: $ 64,500
Other: $10,000
Ruth Gordon
Fund ($2500)
WAG Friends
($3000)
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c. YOUTH PROGRAMMING
Goals by Year
2016
• PT Education Assistant Hired
• Partnership with Oxford County regarding sustainable energy
• Education Policy written and approved
• City wide standardize templates
• One art camp sponsored
2017
• Expansion of partnership with Oxford County
• Development of Education Kit(s) to complement permanent collection exhibitions
• 2 art camps sponsored
2018
• Ongoing commitment of partnership with Oxford County
• Continued development of Education Kit(s) to complement permanent collection
exhibitions
• In-service teacher training/appreciation – once a year
• 3 art camps sponsored
2019
• Ongoing commitment of partnership with Oxford County
• Continued development of Education Kit(s) to complement permanent collection
exhibitions
• In-service teacher training/appreciation – once a year
• Extension of PT Education Assistant to FT
• Pilot off-site in-classroom visits
• all art camps / Creative PA Days sponsored
• Develop Teen Council
2020
• Ongoing commitment of partnership with Oxford County
• Continued development of Education Kit(s) to complement permanent collection
exhibitions
• In-service teacher training/appreciation – once a year
• Development of off-site in-classroom visits
• All art camps & PD day programs sponsored
• Active Teen Council
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Implications By Year For YOUTH PROGRAM Planning
SUMMARY
ACTIVITY
REQUIREMENTS

STAFFING
IMPLICATIONS
EQUIPMENT &
MATERIALS
RESEARCH
MATERIALS &
TRAVEL
PUBLICATION
DESIGN &
PRODUCTION (?)

2016

2017

2018

2019

Hire PT
Education
Asst

Status
Quo

Status Quo

PT
Status Quo
Education
Asst to FT

Art
materials;
CAGE, Tiff

Art
materials;
CAGE, Tiff
and AAM
Design
for
education
kits (hard
copy,
web
based)
18%

Art materials;
Art
CAGE, Tiff,
materials;
OMA/OAAG/CMA CAGE, Tiff
and AAM
Design for
Design
education kits
for
(hard copy, web
education
based)
kits (hard
copy,
web
based)
19%
22%

Art materials;
CAGE, Tiff,
OMA/OAAG/CMA

$130,000

$140,000

$160,000

$165,000

City: $95,000
Other: $45,000

City:
$110,000
Other:
$50,000

City: $:105,000
Other: $55,000

NA

ADMINISTRATIVE & 17%
COMMUNICIATIONS
OVERHEAD
COST ESTIMATE
$125,000
REVENUE
PROJECTIONS

City:$90,000 City:
Other:
$90,000
$35,000
Other:
$40,000

2020

Design for
education kits
(hard copy, web
based)

23%
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d. ADULT PROGRAMS
Goals by Year
2016
• PT Education Assistant Hired
• Docent Program Launched and Training begin
• Increase registrations for all programs
• Increase film program with additions of matinee screening; pilot doc series
2017
• Docent Program self-sustaining and increasing
• Installation and implementation of Open Print Shop
• Bus Tour sponsored
• Increase in registration
• Art Library installed
• Art Lovers tour to Venice and Kassel
• Panel discussion on Carlyle
• Increase sponsorships for film series; pilot cult film series
• Volunteer Management Program developed
2018
• Print Studio self-sustaining and increasing
• Docent Program self-sustaining and increasing
• Bus Tour sponsored and Pilot 2 days trips (USA)
• Increase in registration
• Art Library functioning and useful
• Panel Discussion Topic TBD
• Increase sponsorship for films
• Volunteer Management Program piloted
• Team Building Program developed
2019
• PT Education Asst to FT
• Print Studio self-sustaining and increasing
• Docent Program self-sustaining and increasing
• All Art Camps sponsored
• Bus Tour sponsored and 2 days trips (USA) [offer both spring and fall trips]
• Offer Venice Biennale trip
• Increase in registration
• Art Library functioning and useful
• Panel Discussion Topic TBD
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•
•
•
•

Increase sponsorships for films
Volunteer Management Program Implemented
Team Building Program Piloted
Speakers’ Series Developed

2020
• Print Studio self-sustaining and increasing
• Docent Program self-sustaining and increasing
• Bus Tour sponsored and 2 days trips (US) [offer both spring and fall trips]
• Increase in registration
• Art Library functioning and useful
• Panel Discussion Topic TBD
• Increase sponsorships for films
• Team Building Program Implemented
• Speakers’ Series Piloted
Implications By Year For ADULT PROGRAM Planning
SUMMARY
ACTIVITY
REQUIREMENTS
STAFFING
IMPLICATIONS
EQUIPMENT &
MATERIALS

RESEARCH
MATERIALS &
TRAVEL
PUBLICATION
DESIGN &
PRODUCTION
ADMINISTRATIVE &
COMMUNICIATIONS
OVERHEAD
COST ESTIMATE
REVENUE
PROJECTIONS

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Status Quo

Status Quo

Status Quo

Status Quo

Instructor fees;
Art materials;
Bus rental;
Speakers fees;
computer
terminals
Art materials;
PD conferences

Instructor fees;
Art materials;
Bus rental;
Speakers fees;
computer
terminals
Art materials;
PD conferences

Brochure;
photo & video
documentation
14%

Brochure;
photo &video
documentation
14%

Instructor fees;
Art materials;
Bus rental;
Speakers fees;
computer
terminals
Art materials;
PD
conferences
Brochure;
photo & video
documentation
15%

PT Ed Asst to Full
time
Instructor fees;
Art materials;
Bus rental;
Speakers fees;
computer
terminals
Art materials;
PD conferences
Brochure;
photo & video
documentation
16%

Brochure;
photo & video
documentation
17%

$100,000

$165,000

$110,000

$115,000

$120,000

$45,000

$60,000

$55,000

$65,000

$75,000

Instructor fees;
Art materials;
Bus rental;
Speakers fees;
computer
terminals
Art materials;
PD conferences
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF THE WOODSTOCK ART GALLERY!
OUR MISSION: Providing opportunities for people to express, experience and learn creatively
through art

TOURS & EVENTS, ART
CLASSES, CREATIVE FUN
& MORE for ALL AGES
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3. REVENUE GENERATION
Overall revenue generation for the ongoing sustainability of the Woodstock Art Gallery must be
diversified, and include a number of sources. Some funds will be requested and designated for
specific programs, exhibitions and projects; others will be undesignated and used for the
overhead and general needs of the gallery. These sources are:
•
•
•

Self-generated – earned, sponsorship, fundraising events, donations and in-kind gifts
Government – operational and project funding from all levels of government and crown
corporations.
Foundations – grants and project funding from charitable foundations.

The total revenues are noted by functional area above, but the specific fundraising goals
anticipated for each year of this plan are as follows:
2016
• Development of in-kind sponsors
• Develop Media Sponsorships (Heart FM; Hope; Easy 101)
• Develop and Launch Annual Appeal
• Increase Membership
• Hire PT Education Assistant
2017
• All of the above with an uptick
• Create benefactor program (adopt an artwork)
• Overhaul membership structure
• Complete rebranding
• Overhaul facility rental program
• Cultural Spaces Application
• Establish Open Print Studio
• Establish 4 additional permanent office work stations for interns, summer students and
volunteers
• Establish Matrix for Measuring Statistics and Impacts
• Membership survey
2018
• All of the above with an uptick
• Overhaul Gift shop
• Apply for MAP funding
• Hire PT facility manager/custodial
• Re-class Gallery Attendant Position to Visitor Services Assistant/ Facility Rentals Coordinator
• Matrix for Measuring Statistics & Impacts Piloted
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2019
• All of the above with an uptick
• Hire PT marketing and communications coordinator (add new office work station)
• Approach County for core funding
• Feasibility Study for 4th floor
• Increase PT Education Asst to FT
• Re-class Visitor Services Coordinator Position to Head of Enterprise
• Matrix for Measuring Statistics & Impacts Implemented
• Membership Survey
2020
• All of the above with an uptick
• Establish core funding from County
• Operating streams for OAC and CC
• Renovate 4th floor
• Hire Asst Curator (add new office work station)
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REVENUE/ENTERPRISE
PROJECTIONS
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

$60,000
$5,000
$3,000
$2,000

$62,500
$6,000
$3,500
$2,000

$65,000
$6,500
$4,000
$2,000

$67,500
$7,000
$4,500
$2,000

$70,000
$7,500
$5,000
$2,000

$3,000
Total:$73,000

$4,000
Total:$78,000

$6,000
Total:$83,500

$7,000
Total:$88,000

$8,000
Total:$92,500

SPONSORSHIPS:
Financial
In-kind

$15,000
$7000
Total:
$22,000

$17,500
$8,500
Total:
$26,000

$19,000
$10,000
Total:
$29,000

$21,500
$10,500
Total:
$32,000

$24,500
$12,500
Total:
$37,000

FUNDRAISING
EVENTS
DONATIONS

$5000

$6000

$7500

$9000

$10,000

$10,000

$11,500

$12,500

$14,000

$15,000

CHARITABLE
FOUNDATIONS

$3000

$1000

$4000

$1000

$5000

$10,000
$6600
$5400

$50,000
$10,000
$6,600
$5,400

EARNED:
Program Fees
Memberships
Shop
Art Rental/ Sale of
Artwork
Room Rentals

GOVERNMENT OF
CANADA:
Canada Council
Canadian Heritage
Young Canada
Works
Summer Canada
Jobs
Canada 150
GOVERNMENT OF
ONTARIO:
Ontario Arts Council
150 Program
through Ministry
CITY OF
WOODSTOCK

$16000
$6300
$5400
Total:
$27,700

$6000
$100,000
$6600
$5400
$100,000
Total:
$218,000

$10000

$50,000
$6600
$5400

Total:
$22,000

Total:
$62,000

Total:
$72,000

Year off

$50,000
*on core
funding

$600,000

$600,000

$10000
$70,000

$557, 620

$557,630

$600,000
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From
the
WAG
Collection
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FROM THE COLLECTION: facing page
Joseph Bryson (Canadian, b.1953), Pole and Silo; Near Woodstock, Ontario (1979), 36.6 x 38 cm, Black and
white gelatin silver print photograph on paper; Gift from the Artist, 2009.003.001; Photo: Robert McNair
William Ronald (Canadian, b.1926-d.1998), Apple Yard (1990), 152.5 x 114.3 cm, Acrylic painting, Gift of
Dr. and Ms. Ostro; 2006.001.001; Photo: Robert McNair
Florence Carlyle (Canadian, b.1864-d.1923), Pippa Passes (1908), Oil painting on canvas, 69.0 x 69.1cm;
Purchased with funds donated by the Volunteer Committee & Wintario Grant, 1979. 1979.001.001 Photo:
John Tamblyn
Rembrandt Harmensz Van Rijn (Dutch, b.1606- d.1669), Christ Driving the Money Changers from the
Temple (1635), 14.4 x 17.3 cm, Etching print on laid paper, Purchased with the assistance of the Art
Acquisition Fund, City of Woodstock; 2015.002.002
Above:
Frances Loring (American/Canadian, b.1887-d.1968), Girl with Fish (1930), Ceramic sculpture, 88.8 x
42.5cm; Gift of Oxford County Art Association; 1966.002.001; Photo: Robert McNair
Kenojuak Ashevak (Canadian, b.1927- d.2013), Bird (1975), 20.6 x 17 cm, Carved serpentine, Purchased
with funds donated by Oxford County Art Association when they disbanded in October 1974;
1975.004.001; Photo: Robert McNair
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A TASTE OF ART
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VII.

FRIENDS OF THE WOODSTOCK ART GALLERY: MEMORANDUM OF SERVICE: IN
SUPPORT OF THE WAG

THE ROLE OF THE FRIENDS OF THE WOODSTOCK ART GALLERY
Active volunteers enhancing the goals of the Gallery are critically important. Changing societal
demographics, however, and current ethical standards of art galleries have challenged
organizations to review and define their volunteer roles. The Friends of the Woodstock Art
Gallery are no exception. At their May 2016 meeting new Guiding Principles were developed
and the elements of a new Memorandum of Service were determined.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES of the FRIENDS OF THE WOODSTOCK ART GALLERY
VISION: To provide opportunities for creative enjoyment, inspiration, learning and engagement
in the visual arts by supporting the Woodstock Art Gallery
MISSION: Raising the profile of WAG in the community
MANDATE: Supporting the work of the WAG through student scholarships, receptions,
docenting and assisting with special public programs
CORE VALUES:
Serving the public good
Leading through Excellence
Ethical & Transparent
Inspiring & Innovative
Inclusive & Inviting
Responsible Social Engagement
THE MEMORANDUM OF SERVICE TO THE WAG
Volunteers to the Woodstock Art Gallery will:
1. Meet the expectation of loyalty to the Woodstock Art Gallery
2. Maintain a positive public perception for the Art Gallery
3. Strive to achieve excellence and display leadership through volunteerism while
providing a safe, fun atmosphere for participants and guests
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VOLUNTEER CODE OF CONDUCT
As a volunteer, you agree to:
1. Display respect, dignity and professionalism towards all individuals involved in gallery
programming
2. Conduct yourself as a positive role model and as a representative of the Woodstock Art
Gallery
3. Uphold the mission, values and strategic priorities of the Woodstock Art Gallery
4. Uphold and implement policies and procedures pertaining to volunteers
5. Maintain confidentiality and respect the privacy of others

GENERAL VOLUNTEER RESPONSIBILITIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Foster a positive learning environment
Fulfill your responsibilities in a timely fashion
Possess all required certifications and training for your volunteer role
Keep an accurate record of volunteer hours
Report all absences to your supervisor or staff member well in advance to ensure
alternate arrangements can be made
6. Understand and execute all aspects of the position description to the best of your ability
7. Work in partnership with staff and fellow volunteers

‘WALKING THE WALK’ IN SUPPORT OF THE WAG
The Friends have made it clear that they are interested in:
• learning
• having speakers at their meetings
• supporting student scholarships
• hosting the receptions for exhibition openings
• volunteering as docents for school programs as part of the WAG’s newly established
docent program
• assisting with specific public programs of the gallery
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The Friends will:
1. Meet monthly, ten times per year
2. Have individual memberships in the Gallery and donate to the Gallery’s annual
fundraising appeal
3. Work through their Chair or designate, who in turn reports to the Director/Curator;
members will not make direct requests of individual staff members.
4. Invite the Director to speak annually at a Friends’ meeting
5. Invite the Chair of the WAG Board to speak annually to the Friends
6. Provide a stipend to invited speakers and jurors that are not directly employed by the
Woodstock Art Gallery
7. Obtain approval from the Director and/or the Board for all Friends’ projects to ensure
they are not in conflict with programming or fundraising projects of the gallery and are
in keeping with Gallery legal parameters and insurance policies
The Gallery shall:
1. Welcome the President of the Friends as a member of the Board of the Gallery
2. Welcome the President of the Friends as representative voting member on the Board’s
Collections Committee
3. Suggest speakers for Friends’ meetings
4. Develop service agreements with job descriptions for each volunteer position relating to
art, the collection and art programming
THE FRIENDS OF THE WOODSTOCK ART GALLERY
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VIII.

WHAT WE HEARD: HIGHLIGHTS: 2015 COMMUNITY CONSULTATIONS

Many ideas and concerns came forward from the Community Focus Groups and those
mentioned most frequently are noted below. All have been addressed in the subsequent
Business Plan and ongoing work of the WAG, and all were considered as to their relevance to
the Guiding Principles and Strategic Plan, staff capacity, financial ability and potential
sponsorship and partnership viability. Some are within the purview of the Woodstock Art
Gallery; others are not. Some of the ideas heard were already in place; others in pilot stages.
The fact that some of the Gallery’s activities were unknown to the public confirmed the need
for marketing and communications to be undertaken by a professional with the requisite
training and experience.
The following are not presented in priority, but rather in the order they arose during the
consultations.
1. FOCUS GROUP CONSULATIONS
•

PROFILE of the Gallery: “PEOPLE ARE BEGINNING TO SEE THE VALUE IN THE ART GALLERY”.
It was frequently noted that the WAG should be proud of their many achievements and that
sense of pride should be part of their profile building. It was frequently stated that it is ‘a
wonderful space’ but the decals on the window make it look like a ‘romper room’,
undermining the WAG’s substance and significance. It was frequently mentioned that the
collection is ‘amazing’. It was felt that high school students identify with the space. It was
noted that the WAG needs greater financial independence and deserves to be celebrated
through the community. Fears of it being next door to the meth clinic were raised and these
need to be overcome. Comparisons to sports were also mentioned as being positively
important and there could, and should, be interconnected programming whenever possible.
Exhibitions relating to sport, such as Masks/Helmets might be developed, and it was
thought that work from family and/or children’s art classes at the WAG might be presented
in the Arena. Another idea brought forward was an exhibition of good industrial design, cars
and/or motorcycles, aimed to bring in new audiences. The issue of ‘elitism’ was discussed,
as was the caution that Woodstock is a ‘blue collar town.’ Having a large billboard
announcing current exhibitions would help, as would banners which could be installed by
the City.

•

GALLERY HOURS & ACCESSIBILTY: Many people commented that the gallery hours are not
accessible enough and that there should be weekend hours and an open evening. Parking
was also raised as a concern. Teachers requested the gallery be open one-week day before
11:00. This is already being done for booked school tours. Better signage was requested
directing visitors to the upstairs galleries. It was suggested that Brown Bag Lunch programs
might be initiated for those who work downtown.
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•

FAMILY DAYS: People responded well to the idea of a corporately sponsored series of
Family Days, once a month, or quarterly, to provide the Sunday access requested.

•

ECONOMIC IMPACT of an ART GALLERY: The impact of the arts in health, education,
tourism, economic generation for the community, employment, social issues, including
crime prevention and poverty concerns, have been demonstrated, and should be
incorporated into the Business Plan of WAG and brought to the attention of City Council.
The Woodstock Art Gallery’s impacts should be compared to Stratford and to the national,
international and Ontario impact statistics

•

PUBLIC HEALTH: It was mentioned by several focus groups that the WAG’s role in public
health could be significant. This might take effect as special hands-on programming, and/or
programs to be presented in care homes and or the hospital. It was further suggested that
private sector funding might be easily secured for such a program, perhaps from those who
supported the building of the new hospital. However, the Gallery will have to be careful not
take on new programs too fast and within the current staff levels, as while the ‘will’ may
well be there, the capacity is NOT.

•

COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS: There are a number of community organizations whose
programming might link with the Gallery. Organizations mentioned, some already having
partnered with the WAG, include:
• Oxford Creative Connections
• Ingersoll – Fusion
• Oxford Community Foundation
• Oxford Mental Health
• Woodstock Victoria Day Parade
• Welcome Wagon & Real estate Agents
• Fanshawe College
• Woodstock Youth Centre
• Local Service Clubs
• Market Square

•

ARTIST CONNECTIONS: It was suggested that the Gallery might organize artist studio tours
as a way of showcasing the work of local artists. This is done to great success by many
galleries with the proceeds raised being used for acquisitions. It was felt the Gallery itself
could be a key ‘stop’ on such a tour. A ‘Meet the Artist’ event could also be implemented.
Full day artist workshops including materials would be appreciated. As with so many other
ideas, this would need costing and revenue projections.

•

ART GALLERY GIFT SHOP & ART RENTAL: It was felt the Gallery’s Gift Shop needs to include
work by a greater variety of local artists and craftspeople. It was wondered if the Shop could
sell artists’ supplies. It was felt that the Art Rental Program should be revived/expanded as a
service to members, the corporate community and local artists.
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•

THE FOURTH FLOOR: There was much discussion as to how the fourth floor of the gallery
building could be developed. The concept of artists’ studios was discussed, as was the idea
of an open studio. These ideas will require further research and there seemed to be
conflicted responses regarding whether or not artists would be willing to pay for studio
space as many artists work from home. The question was also raised that perhaps the
fourth floor could be ‘home’ to some of the local crafts guilds – another aspect requiring
further costing and revenue projections. Using the space for ‘incubator programs’ for artists
was also brought forward.

•

EXHIBITION POLICY: People requested that the exhibition policy be wide allowing for a
variety of media and breadth of work to be presented. One suggestion was Visual
Elements.

•

STUDIO PROGRAMS: The idea of the gallery hiring models and opening those sessions to
artists would be appreciated. It was noted that to hire a model costs $10.00/ hour, so it
would make good economic sense for the Gallery to hire, and the artists to pay a fee to
attend.

•

SCHOOL ISSUES: Teachers noted the need for the WAG to reach out to high schools to
develop connections between the students and professional artists. It was felt smore
schools could benefit from programs at the gallery where students can work with
professional artists. It was thought that perhaps the gallery could have computers and
technical equipment that young people and aspiring artists might use. That could include 3D
printers. There was a request for greater development of a Docent Program, which in fact
would strengthen tours for all ages.

•

VOLUNTEERS: There are 20 Friends of the Woodstock Art Gallery at present and they are
feeling the same stresses as other galleries across Canada:
•
•
•
•
•

increasing age of the friends
the fact that all or most are women
the fact that in most households both partners are in the work force and thus unable
to volunteer during the day
the need to involve younger people
the desire to engage teens as volunteers

Several ideas were mentioned: Young Associates programming as at the AGO; a Teen
Council; current Friends to bring two ‘new’ potential friends to each Gallery event. Extend
their programming to include seniors’ homes – i.e. Tea ‘N’ Tours; involve senior students as
volunteers (jobs with job descriptions which will help them get employment later on).
•

GALLERY NAME: Should the gallery change its name as part of its rebranding?
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•

TEACHERS’ SPECFIC CONSIDERATIONS (not mentioned above): Teachers’ points included:
the Education officer coming to the schools, simultaneously acknowledging the importance
of having students come to the gallery; they wanted the gallery to be HUB; the gallery
should be free to students the first 6 weeks of the school year to establish visitorship as part
of the students’ pattern for the year; links to be developed between Art Clubs; programs for
students with problems, e.g. a joint Art Therapy program with the hospital; establish ‘drop
in’ nights/ coffee club for teens – perhaps with interdisciplinary connections with music,
film and drama; develop an art appreciation or art history program directed to teens &
teachers; develop pre- and post- tour materials; teens to curate an exhibition; ARTS
AMBASSADORS - students appointed/elected in each school as Arts Ambassador
connecting to the gallery and assisting with programming; NOT EVERY KID IS A SOCCER
PLAYER!

•

NUIT BLANCHE: The WAG to be part of Nuit Blanche

•

FUNDRAISING: Several ideas came up, including a wine & cheese connected to an art
auction with the proceeds going to the gallery

2. KEY POINTS FROM THE ONE-ON-ONE SESSIONS
The individual meetings corroborated much of which was heard in the group consultations and
added some other salient points:
•

The Woodstock Library self-generates 6% of its revenues from fines, rentals and a
provincial grant. The balance is from the City; they do not have charitable status; there has
been some excellent integrated programming between the Library and Art Gallery; the
suggestion was made that the gallery should define the community benefits that accrue
from the gallery and its programs; it was also noted that the reception desk at the art
gallery is dislocated from the entrance, behind the second set of doors. Improving this is
important for audience development, key to the gallery’s success.

•

The Chamber of Commerce questioned why the Director should be responsible for
fundraising, as it should be done by the Board within the guidelines and goals articulated by
the Director; fundraising events should be at the gallery; feels there is good fundraising
capacity in the community; feels the gallery should join the Chamber and be proactive in
the business community promoting the value of the arts in the community; should host an
‘After 5’ Event for the Chamber at the Gallery; there should be a strong statement that the
City should support the gallery; programs need to be inclusive and suggested a Juried
Exhibition as one way to involve artists; need to develop protocols for naming the galleries
and spaces within the building; develop a donor benefit and recognition program stating
the importance and impact of the gallery in the community; develop community
partnerships; Chamber has 325 members and 1200 registered businesses; suggested Room
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Rentals at a base fee of $100.00 plus fees for related services; Art Rental should be
expanded; Friday night and Sunday openings?
•

Fanshawe College has a Business Management Program and Nursing Program. They run a
Child and Youth Worker program which requires students to have placements for three
semesters, would consider WAG as a good placement, as well as for summer programs. The
College also offers a Police Foundation course which includes understanding cultural
differences, and they partner with Big Brothers and deal with contemporary social issues
aiming for safe communities. The police students help out with community events. There
may be a possibility of partnerships with the gallery and the offering of any specialized
social programs. The Business Management programs have mentorship days.

•

BIA is a great supporter of the downtown gallery and feels there is capacity for increased
self-generated funding. One third of the BIA’s budget is for promotion and they would like
to see greater participation of the gallery in downtown community events. The membership
in the BIA is 1/3 retail, 1/3 government. 1/3 financial. They do not feel the meth clinic is a
negative. The restaurants and the Thursday markets are increasing downtown activity.
Would like to see more bike racks, perhaps outside the gallery through a public art project?
They encourage the WAG to give more profile to the exhibition openings and special events,
commenting on the positive reaction to Tom Thomson. In response to business supporting
the arts, the comment was that “business does not have deep pockets”, as most are small
businesses, but the banks, “yes”. The issue of gallery open hours was raised, encouraging an
evening and weekend access.

•

Cargill commented on the importance of Art Rental and rotating art in the workplace; felt
an exhibition dealing with agricultural could be of interest for them to sponsor; the
Woodstock office reports to Cargill US focusing on food sustainability; potential interest in
being on the board as a great supporter of the gallery; felt a seniors’ program would have
great interest in the community, as are programs for families with young children. Most of
their employees have young families.

•

Other individual donors, made comments, based on their being anonymous, and talked
about the number of corporate employees in the region and the opportunity to involve
young families; the opportunity of strengthening the multi-cultural understandings; they
questioned the number of artists who may be working in the car manufacturing industries;
felt the gallery now had the opportunity to ‘dream’; and some felt the potential for private
and corporate sector support was good.
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IX.

CONCLUDING RECOMMENDATIONS: GOING FORWARD

In enacting the Strategic Plan and the Business Plan, it is strongly recommended that the
Woodstock Art Gallery’s Board, Director and Staff routinely keep track of the ongoing status of
both the Strategic Initiatives and the specifics of the Business Plan.
This will include:
• Monitoring and reviewing the plan regularly
• Benchmarking the status and results, articulating the reasons for any deviations from
the plan and reassessing timelines accordingly
• Undertaking community partnerships and audience and artist development
• Developing Board agendas ensuring each Strategic Initiative is the focus of one, or
ideally two meetings a year, to be organized according to the Gallery’s annual fiscal and
programming timeframes and meeting calendars
• Establishing Drop-dead dates for special projects according to funding realities

With regard to the work with the Friends, the following recommendations are respectfully
suggested:
1. The Friends change their name to reflect that of their counterparts across the country –
Volunteer Associates being the current norm. That would allow for a Young Associates
group encouraging participation of younger members with programming at a
convenient time for them
2. The Friends develop the position of Volunteer Coordinator on their Board. This person
would assist volunteers in finding the most relevant and interesting volunteer position
for them in the gallery, understanding the responsibilities, commitments and training
programs for that ‘job’
3. The Friends develop a mentorship program for new members
My final concluding comment is that I believe the Woodstock Art Gallery is poised for very real
success and will continue to expand its substantive role and impacts throughout the community
and further afield.
Patricia Bovey, FRSA, FCMA
Consultant
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Ken Nutt (Canadian, b.1951), Fossil Evidence (1986), 170.2 x 84.5 cm, Graphite and acrylic on paper,
mounted on panel, 1986.003.001; Photo: Robert McNair.
Ed Zelenak (Canadian, b. 1940), Noah’s Ark Topo #2 (1991), 39 x 29.7 cm, Mixed media; Gift of Clara
Zelenak; 1993.004.003; Photo: Robert McNair.
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Betty Marie McArthur (Canadian, b.1923 - d.1994), Untitled (1966), 40 x 50 cm, Oil on Masonite, Gift of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority-Beta Epsilon Chapter; 1966.002.001; Photo: Robert McNair
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